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Aerial view keyed to photos
Not to Scale
Notes:
- Squared / Coursed
- Hand split, markings visible
- Minimal mortar joints
- Very large stones
*This section of wall to remain

Image 1 - 8049 Main Street - North Wall
*Black and white intensity setting used as area is very dark
Image 2 - 8049 Main Street - South Wall

*Black and white intensity setting used as area is very dark

Notes:
- Roughly coursed, roughly squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints
Notes:
- Roughly squared, uncoursed
- Large stones
*This section of wall to remain

Image 3 - 8055 Main Street - North Wall
*Black and white intensity setting used as area is very dark
Image 4 - 8055 Main Street - South Wall

*Black and white intensity setting used as area is very dark

Notes:
- Roughly coursed, irregular shaped stones
- Several types/patterns of mortar visible
Image 5a - 8059 Main Street - North Wall

Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble with squared stones above
*This section of wall to remain
Image 5b - 8059 Main Street - North Wall

*Black and white intensity setting. Same view as Image 5a.

Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble with squared stones above
*This section of wall to remain
Notes:
- Roughly coursed, roughly squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Wider mortar joints

Image 6a - 8059 Main Street - South Wall
Image 6b - 8059 Main Street - South Wall
*Black and white intensity setting. Same view as Image 6a.

Notes:
- Roughly coursed, roughly squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Wider mortar joints
Notes:
- Highly coursed, roughly squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints

Image 7a - 8061 Main Street (Tiber Park) - North Wall
Notes:
- Highly coursed, roughly squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints

**Image 7b** - 8061 Main Street (Tiber Park) - North Wall

*Black and white intensity setting. Same view as Image 7a.*
Image 8a - 8061 Main Street (Tiber Park) - South Wall

Notes:
- Highly coursed, squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Larger stones than North wall in this area
- Minimal mortar joints
Notes:
- Highly coursed, squared
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Larger stones than North wall in this area
- Minimal mortar joints

Image 8b - 8061 Main Street (Tiber Park) - South Wall
*Black and white intensity setting. Same view as Image 8a.
Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints

Image 9a - 8069 Main Street - North Wall
Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints

**Image 9b - 8069 Main Street - North Wall**

*Black and white intensity setting. Same view as Image 9a.*
Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints

Image 10 - 8069 Main Street - North Wall
Image 11a - 8069 Main Street - South Wall

*Black and white intensity setting. RGB view was very dark.

Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints
Notes:
- Uncoursed rubble
- Some tool markings visible from wedge splitting process
- Minimal mortar joints

Image 11b - 8069 Main Street - South Wall